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The Rescue of Bat 21
Hachette UK
Jake Silver may not be
able to put the
memories of his time
as a sniper and Navy
SEAL behind him, but
at least he can put his
skills to use as a part
of the Jones Inc. rescue
team. Saving the life of
pediatric heart surgeon
Dr. Aria Sinclair on
Denali helped too. Now

he can't get her out of
his head, and when he
hears she is in the path
of a hurricane down in
Key West he can't help
but jump on a plane to
rescue her. Aria has
dedicated her life to
helping children born
with defective hearts.
After all, she was one
of those children. Now
driven to succeed, she
lives a lonely, stressful
life. One she would
have lost on Denali if it
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hadn't been for Jake.
Jake is exciting and
handsome, but he's
also dangerous, and
she's already lost one
person she loves. She
can't bear it again. It's
not until she ﬁnds
herself trapped in the
middle of a category 4
hurricane that she can
admit she needs Jake
desperately. With their
very survival in the
balance, can they hope
for a second chance at
life . . . and love?
Lego Ninjago: The
Rescue Mission
(Reader #11)
Hachette UK
With the help of a very
special pit bull puppy,
twelve-year-old
Hannah adjusts to
moving from Michigan
to California and
makes friends, despite
the birthmark that
makes her selfconscious.
The Finest Hours
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(Young Readers
Edition) Penguin
This illustrated
storybook based on the
hit animated series
Jurassic World: Camp
Cretaceous includes
character cards!
Jurassic World: Camp
Cretaceous follows a
group of six teenagers
chosen for a once-in-alifetime experience at
a new adventure camp
on the opposite side of
Isla Nublar—the home
of the Jurassic World
theme park. But when
dinosaurs wreak havoc
across the island, the
campers are stranded.
Perfect for children
ages 3 to 7, this
paperback storybook
features action-packed
scenes from the hit
Netﬂix show—plus
camper and dinosaur
trading cards add to
the excitement! Look
out for these other
great books: Welcome
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to Camp! (Jurassic
World: Camp
Cretaceous)
9780593303351 Lost
in the Wild! (Jurassic
World: Camp
Cretaceous)
9780593180297
Hidden Hunters!
(Jurassic World: Camp
Cretaceous)
9780593304297
The Reluctant Hero
HarperCollins
When Harry Jones
discovers that former
friend Zac Kravitz's life
is in danger, a debt of
honour sends him on a
perilous rescue mission
to Ta'argistan, a
mountainous and
landlocked former
Soviet republic
bordering Russia,
China and Afghanistan.
Muscling his way onto
a delegation of MPs
who happen to be
paying the state a visit,
Harry ﬁnds an unlikely
ally in the stubbornly
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independent Martha
and together they
devise a plan to break
Zac out of the ancient
high-walled prison in
the capital, Ashkek.
But when, in the
depths of winter, the
attempt backﬁres and
Harry ﬁnds himself
taking Zac's place, he
realises that he has
been lured, unawares,
into a terrifying web of
international
conspiracy.
Ready! Revell
"Smiley, a most
remarkable Golden
Retriever, was born
without eyes. He was
rescued from a puppy
mill and has become a
superb therapy dog,
providing therapy to
people all over the
world through social
media and television.
This is his story."-Hero Scholastic
Paperbacks
Proﬁles canine heroes
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who served in the
recovery missions
following the
September 11, 2001
terrorist attacks,
military working dogs,
and the therapy dogs
who worked at Ground
Zero.
Hero: Rescue Mission
Random House Books
for Young Readers
A unique account of
the amazing Thai cave
rescue told in a heartracing, you-are-there
style that blends
suspense, science, and
cultural insight. On
June 23, 2018, twelve
young players of the
Wild Boars soccer team
and their coach enter a
cave in northern
Thailand seeking an
afternoon’s adventure.
But when they turn to
leave, rising
ﬂoodwaters block their
path out. The boys are
trapped! Before long,
news of the missing
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team spreads,
launching a seventeenday rescue operation
involving thousands of
rescuers from around
the globe. As the world
sits vigil, people begin
to wonder: how long
can a group of ordinary
kids survive in
complete darkness,
with no food or clean
water? Luckily, the
Wild Boars are a very
extraordinary
"ordinary" group.
Combining ﬁrsthand
interviews of rescue
workers with in-depth
science and details of
the region's culture
and religion, author
Christina
Soontornvat—who was
visiting family in
Northern Thailand
when the Wild Boars
went
missing—masterfully
shows how both the
complex engineering
operation above
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ground and the mental
struggles of the
thirteen young people
below proved critical in
the life-or-death
mission. Meticulously
researched and
generously illustrated
with photographs, this
page-turner includes
an author’s note
describing her
experience meeting
the team, detailed
source notes, and a
bibliography to fully
immerse readers in the
most ambitious cave
rescue in history.
Dog Is My Copilot HMH
Books For Young
Readers
Although she is too
young to be a trainer,
Clermont's little sister,
Bonnie, is thrilled when
she ﬁnds a tiny green
Pokaemon and she
names it Squishy. But
is Bonnie up to the task
of caring for Squishy?
Hero Dogs Henry Holt
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and Company (BYR)
From the #1 New York
Times best-selling
author of Max comes a
heartwarming, middle
grade adventure story
about a rescue dog,
Chestnut, who
befriends a girl trying
to save her family's
Christmas tree farm in
North Carolina.
Chestnut is a dog
without a family. After
being abandoned in
the wild, Chestnut is
wandering the North
Carolina countryside
trying to survive. When
twelve-year-old Meg
stumbles upon him on
the outskirts of her
family’s Christmas tree
farm, she just knows
that they’re meant to
be together forever.
The only problem? The
farm is on the brink of
closing down, and her
family can’t aﬀord a
pet. Meg knows she
has what it takes to
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save the business and
take care of
Chestnut—she’ll just
need to keep him a
secret until then. Will
Meg and Chestnut get
their Christmas
miracle?
Max: Best Friend.
Hero. Marine. Fox
Chapel Publishing
The adventure
continues in the third
installment of the
action-packed Scout
series, from the #1
New York Times
bestselling author
Jennifer Li Shotz. Scout,
a National Guard dog,
was born to be a hero.
When Scout and his
12-year-old owner,
Matt, land in Puerto
Rico after a
devastating hurricane,
they want to help. The
pair befriend Luisa,
who knows all about
the Sato
dogs—abandoned pups
who need food and
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shelter. Scout and Matt
decide to foster an
injured dog named
Rosita. But Rosita is
clearly searching for
something and runs oﬀ
into the rainforest. Now
it’s up to Scout, Matt
and Luisa to ﬁnd the
missing dog and bring
her back safely.
Surviving the dangers
of the wilderness will
be far from easy, but
Scout and Matt make
an excellent team. This
fast-moving tale of
Scout the hero dog will
grab even reluctant
readers and is perfect
for fans of Cracker!,
Max, and Hero.
Saving Bravo
HarperCollins
Welcome back to
Planet Omar! The third
book in Zanib Mian's
laugh-out-loud series,
with amazing cartoonstyle illustrations from
Nasaya Mafaridik.
Perfect for fans of Tom
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Gates and Wimpy Kid.
When Omar and his
friends come back
after the school
holidays, their lovely
teacher seems to have
been replaced by
somebody much more
grumpy. Overhearing
other teachers talking
about her, Omar
decides something
terrible has happened.
Could she possibly
have been abducted by
... aliens?! Omar
persuades his friends
to mount a rescue
mission but what they
ﬁnd is very surprising!
*Zanib Mian is a World
Book Day author for
2021 with her Planet
Omar title, Operation
Kind.* Have you read
the ﬁrst book in the
series, Accidental
Trouble Magnet? Love
Reading 4 Kids called it
'irresistible reading!'
HarperCollins
When a serial killer
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strikes too close to
home… …can
forbidden love
blossom? Although the
Avalanche Killer has
been caught, Remy
Colton fears the
criminal’s shadow still
looms over Roaring
Springs. And falling for
his brother’s ex,
Vanessa Fisher,
deﬁnitely doesn’t help
matters. But when
someone begins to
target Vanessa, Remy
vows to protect her at
all costs! Even if that
means nailing down a
ruthless threat—once
and for all.
Scout: National Hero
Scholastic Incorporated
The adventure
continues in the third
installment of the #1
New York Times
bestselling Hero series
by Jennifer Li Shotz.
Ben and Hero, the
incredible search-andrescue dog, have
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saved the day
before—but never like
this. Ben’s town is in
trouble when two
convicts escape from a
nearby prison. His dad,
a police oﬃcer, sets oﬀ
to ﬁnd the men and
bring them to justice,
but then Ben’s dad
disappears and the
trail goes cold. Ben
knows that it’s up to
him and Hero to solve
the case. As they
embark on their most
dangerous mission yet,
the two best friends
must stock up on their
bravery and courage in
order to outwit the
fugitives and bring
Ben’s dad home. Are
the two heroes up to
the challenge? Get
ready for another
canine adventure full
of danger, loyalty, and
the unbreakable bond
between a boy and his
best friend.
The Forgotten 500
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HarperCollins
On the night of
February 18, 1952,
during one of the worst
winter storms that New
England has ever seen,
two oil tankers just oﬀ
the shore of Cape Cod
were torn in half by the
force of the storm. This
middle-grade
adaptation of an adult
nonﬁction book tells
the story of the
shipwreck and a
harrowing Coast Guard
rescue when four men
in a tiny lifeboat
overcame
insurmountable odds
and saved more than
30 stranded sailors.
This is a fast-paced,
uplifting story that puts
young readers in the
middle of the action.
It's a gripping story of
heroism and survival
with the same intensity
as the bestselling book
and movie The Perfect
Storm. A Christy
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Ottaviano Book
Dog Heroes of
September 11th Howell
Books
Omar has to solve the
mystery of his missing
teacher in the third
installment of this
highly-illustrated
middle-grade series
starring a Muslim boy
with a huge
imagination. Omar is
going on his biggest
adventure yet—a trip
to Pakistan! But his
excitement about the
trip is interrupted by
some shocking news:
his amazing teacher is
not coming back to
school, and no one will
say why. When Omar
and his friends start
investigating, the hints
they overhear and
clues they ﬁnd lead
them to an alarming
conclusion—it must be
aliens! Omar has a
huge imagination, but
saving his teacher from
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aliens seems farfetched even to him.
He's going to need outof-this-world creative
thinking and a huge
spirit of adventure to
solve this mystery!
Blackhorse Riders
HarperCollins
When his electronic
warfare plane, call sign
Bat 21, was shot down
on 2 April 1972, ﬁftythree-year-old Air
Force navigator Iceal
"Gene" Hambleton
parachuted into the
middle of a North
Vietnamese invasion
force and set oﬀ the
biggest and most
controversial air rescue
eﬀort of the Vietnam
War. After twenty-ﬁve
years of oﬃcial
secrecy, the story of
that dangerous and
costly rescue is
revealed by a
decorated Air Force
pilot and Vietnam
veteran. Involving
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personnel from all
services, including the
Coast Guard, the
unorthodox rescue
operation claimed the
lives of eleven soldiers
and airmen, destroyed
or damaged several
aircraft, and put
hundreds of airmen, a
secret commando unit,
and a South
Vietnamese infantry
division at risk. It also
examines the thorny
debates arising from
an operation that
balanced one man's
life against mounting
U.S. and South
Vietnamese casualties
and material losses,
the operation's impact
on one of the most
critical battles of the
war, and the role
played by search and
rescue as America
disengaged from that
war.
Tiny But Mighty
Penguin
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Ninjago: Rebooted! The
wisecracking ninja are
back with all-new
adventures. An all-new
adventure based on
the latest season of the
hit LEGO Ninjago TV
show!
Scout: Fireﬁghter
Kennel Club Books Llc
The untold story of the
most important rescue
mission not just of the
Vietnam War, but the
entire Cold War: one
American aviator, who
knew our most
important secrets,
crashed behind enemy
lines and risked
capture by both the
North Vietnamese and
the Soviets. One Navy
SEAL and his
Vietnamese partner
had to sneak past
them all to save him.
At the height of the
Vietnam War, few
American airmen are
more valuable than Lt.
Colonel Gene
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Hambleton. His
memory is ﬁlled with
highly classiﬁed
information that the
Soviets and North
Vietnamese badly
want. When Hambleton
is shot down in the
midst of North
Vietnam's Easter
Oﬀensive, US forces
place the entire war on
hold to save a single
man hiding amongst
30,000 enemy troops
and tanks. Airborne
rescue missions fail,
killing eleven
Americans. Finally,
Navy SEAL Thomas
Norris andhis
Vietnamese guide,
Nguyen Van Kiet,
volunteer to go after
him on foot. Gliding
past hundreds of
enemy soldiers, it
takes them days to
reach Hambleton, who,
guided toward his
rescuers via
improvised radio code,
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is barely alive, deeply
malnourished, and
hallucinating after
eleven days on the run.
In this deeplyresearched, untold
story, award-winning
author Stephan Talty
describes the
extraordinary mission
that led Hambleton to
safety. Drawing from
dozens of interviews
and access to
unpublished
papers,Saving Bravo is
the riveting story of
one of the greatest
rescue missions in the
history of the Special
Forces.
Planet Omar: Incredible
Rescue Mission HMH
Books For Young
Readers
Professional search
and rescue workers
consider Susan
Bulanda's Ready!
Training the Search
and Rescue Dog "the
bible of Search and
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Rescue (SAR)," the
most sought-after book
of its kind detailing
canine search and
rescue. This second
edition, expanded and
revised with new color
photography, provides
readers with the
necessary training
methods for dogs in
various SAR disciplines,
including wilderness,
evidence, cadaver,
water, avalanche, and
disaster searches. The
author, an experienced
SAR professional,
details the goals,
target skills, and
potential problems at
each training level of
every SAR
discipline.Ready!
provides descriptions
of every type of
search, including
speciﬁc training
methods to accomplish
each SAR discipline.
Professional and
volunteer SAR workers
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will proﬁt from the
Bulandas' expertise on
training the dog to
alert, managing the
search mission,
choosing and
socializing a SAR dog,
and how to train dogs
for speciﬁc commands
(such as bar, turn
around, go to an
object, check, slow,
crawl through and
others). Readers
curious about the
fascinating work of the
SAR canine will enjoy
the general chapters
about the history of
SAR, an explanation of
how dogs use scent to
locate people or
objects, and the
functions of the SAR
dog.This highly
specialized training
manual oﬀers precise
direction for SAR
workers for every
possible kind of
mission, identifying the
goals, target skills,
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methods and problem
solving for each type of
search. Color
photographs and line
drawings help to
elucidate diﬃcult
concepts explained in
the text. A resources
section and index
conclude this 254-page
volume.
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Hero at the Fall
Andrews McMeel
Publishing
Covers basic dog
training as well as
advanced rescue
training, discusses
handler standards, and
explains how a search
is actually conducted
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